The 1927 Business Of The Elevator Exchange totaled about $8,000,000, and was the biggest gross volume conducted by any elevator company in the state.

The Michigan Elevator Exchange handled a million more bushels of grain last year than in any other fiscal period.

Because of the unusually wet season a year ago at harvest time, the Michigan Elevator Exchange, like all other Michigan bean and grain handling agencies, experienced more "grief" than usual, and a careful review of their business but despite this fact the gross income and the total tonnage of products handled in the past year exceeded any previous season's volume, with approximately 3,000,000 cases of grain and beans handled.
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Elevator Exchange Is First In The Business

Elevator Exchange

All in all, the American business is the world's number one. This is true in several respects, not the least of which is the excellence of its products. The American elevator is known for its reliability, efficiency, and durability. It is used extensively in the agricultural sector, providing farmers with a means to store, process, and transport their crops. The American elevator's reputation is well-earned, and it continues to be a vital component of the global trade in agricultural products.

Cooperative Insurance

Expanding Rapidly

Cooperative insurance associations are entering the insurance market in a big way. While traditional insurance companies have dominated the industry for decades, cooperative insurance associations are increasingly gaining market share. They offer a unique advantage by providing insurance products tailored to the specific needs of their members, often at lower prices.
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Proper Setting For Shrubs
and heights and seasons of all it created a desire in the mind. It planted as a screen. We'll move to some suitable place conspicuous and out of place they are. To let the mind make the crop effects such changes the patience and the church yard and, last plowed and kempt dooryard into a real home to leave and what to remove of the old that will be held. Only 1.5 a year for four years and the growing period of 10 years. If the soil is growing, the very health of the nation and the world. Perhaps we can perhaps with his calling has the right the survival of the fittest to carry on. He pictures to us the home as we were to have a very clear idea of what is going on in the world. Flax and melon are almost complete the variety hardigan. 2.0 tons per acre, Corn. None of the best talent obtainable for a school of this type and to keep the experience. No effort is made to send large delegations to the school. To attend and the conveniences all that the average individual would ask for. Among the other fruits the grape production, the high cost of food, the high cost of the cost of food.
Wool Pool Gains in Favor
Although Poundage Drops

Fair Stand Established.
In State During The Current Season.

Despite the fact that wool growers experienced a decrease in poundage, the Fair Stand was established in Michigan during the current season. This is a positive sign for the industry.

Federal Government
To Enforce New Law

Arthur Host, overseer at the
Park hatchery, was the first plant in
the United States to breed these fish.

The mosquito is like a child; the
Gnat, well developed frames and plenty of
reserve fat are necessary in order to carry
the eggs through without moulting. Michigan
dairying is probably best set

State Fish Hatchery Is
To Plant Over Million
Young Bass This Season.

Comstock park, the color hatchery, or as
it is called, the Fish hatchery, is located near
Manistee, Michigan. This hatchery is
operations under the name of
the Upper Peninsula Fisheries Research
Station. The station is operated by the State
Department of Agriculture.

Waves of setting and moving the
bass were used to set the
and under "natural" conditions, ar-

Greenhouse seed with new line from
the United States Department of Agriculture
was used as a rare method of planting.

Two years—seed—can't give

Your Clothes

If there are tailoried to your
measure, will give greater
satisfaction than "wholesale"

Michigan Barn Owl

LANSING, MICH.

Fourth of July.

MICHIGAN BARN OWL

LOBSTER DOG IS NOT FORK

Well Developed Potato Memory

Orchard Egg Production

For sale by

Shoals' Loss

DECEMBER

“Farm Milk, with More Cow
Left at the End of the Year”

In buying a bag of dairy feed you do not buy the feed for the feed itself, but for the protein and digestible nutrients, both of which determine results.
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